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Thank you for your letter of 16 October 2014 concerning the above. I am pleased to provide
comments in regard to matters that have bearing on my Commerce portfolio.
I will address each of the sub-headings as listed in the petition.
Background
I have no issues with this section and through the Department of Commerce representation

on the Gorgon Local Content Steering Committee, under the Chair of the Department of
State Development, I understand that regular Local Content Reports are being received and
duly considered.
Management of State Agreements

I dispute the claim that changes were not made to the then reporting structure to enable
those companies operating under State Agreement Acts to supply local contentinformation.
Postthe tabling of the Auditor General's report in June 2004, the then Department of Industry
and Resources (DoIR) reviewed the adequacy of how local content information was
collected. Meetings were held with individual companies and they were requested to report
their respective information in a uniform manner, in terms of both timing and content, as
constructed by DoIR. This function was subsequently transferred to the now Department of

Commerce (the Department) and regular reports are being received. The details of these
reports have transparency through the bi-annual Local Content Reports that I table in the
House.

I defer to the Department of State Development to respond to the claim that it did not
implement the Auditor General's 2004 recommendation to report Agreement status and
performance to Parliament. I am not clear what is meant by "status and performance"in this
context.
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Urgency

Through the Department's involvement with the Gorgon Local Content Steering Committee
and, when required, out of session briefings/meetings, there has been and continues to be

sufficient rigour in ensuring that the Joint Venture recognises its obligations to support local
industry and utilise local labour, where the same can be sourced on a competitive basis.
When assertions are made that local organisations have been unfairly treated in certain
contract awards, these claims are fully tested with the Joint Venture.

In terms of the Wheatstone liquefied natural gas (LNG) project, I advise that the Department
chairs the Wheatstone Local Content Steering Committee, which meets quarterly. In
addition, the Department meets informalIy with Chevron, as the project operator, to canvass
local content issues and identify areas where local content can be fostered and enhanced.

Recent manifestations of Chevron's willingness to engage with the State Government have
been co-funding initiatives with the Department to enable Onslow and west-Pilbara based
companies to access contracts forthe Wheatstone project.

I defer to the Department of State Development to address the workforce requirement issue
and the expansion of its presence on Barrow Island, cited in this section.
Lack of Transparency

I am advised by the Department that the quarterly Local Content Reports the State
Government receives from the Gongon Joint Venture contain reasons for overseas sourcing
decisions as well as forward procurement proposals. As previously mentioned, these reports
are thoroughly scrutinised by the Gongon Local Content Steering Committee.
In regard to the claim that the Premier does not publicly release Local Content Reports, it is
my understanding there is no requirement under the Barrow IslandAct 2003 to do so

The Premier has consistently stated that individual reports, in their entirety, by companies
reporting under State Agreements or State Development Agreements will not be placed in
the public domain, but aggregated local content outcomes will be reflected in the bi-annual
Local Content Reports to Parliament.
Inadequacy of Reporting

There is a degree of confusion displayed in this section. The Local Content Parliamentary
Reports presenttwo measures or indicators of local content levels and types of contract.
The first of these is the traditional value of local supply within all contracts reported via State
Agreement Acts. Projects under these Acts report on the proportion of each contract which
is generated in Western Australia.

The second indicator is the value and type of contract awarded locally and publicly
announced. This indicator was introduced to demonstrate the scope and variety of contracts
which, in the first instance, flow to the State. They are not described as "local contracts"in
the sense of assumptions regarding the level of local value add.
As such, explanations I to 3 in this section of the petition are incorrect.

. Reports do include breakdown, as presented in an aggregated form, in the bi-annual
Parliamentary reports.
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Reports received are considered and each is responded to in writing.
The publicly announced contracts are a second form of indicator meant to show both the
range of projects and the scope of supply.
Emerging Issues
With respect to point I in this section, the State Government is aware of the difficulties

encountered by the local steelfabrication sector in the face of increasing import competition.
Indeed, the very competitive market conditions that the sectorfaces are replicated nationally.
Substantial direct and indirect assistance has been provided to the WA Branch of the

Australian Steellnstitute on options for the local steel fabrication industry, including the
desirability of increased collaboration by local companies to enhance capacity and
competitiveness with a greater emphasis on marketing and communication.
The Department continues to work co-operative Iy with the local Branch of the Institute and a
number of joint initiatives are currently under consideration.
With respect to points 2 and 3 in this section, these are Commonwealth Government matters.
Need for Inquiry

My view is that the petitioner's arguments for a public inquiry are not valid. The Department
and, when sought, myself, receive full co-operation from Chevron for Gongon and
Wheatstone upstream and downstream related matters.
One example of this collaboration was the provision of confidential information on the
reasons why local companies, especially small to medium sized enterprises, were eliminated
from contract award consideration because of business deficiencies. This information has

proved very useful in assisting the Department to constructthe State Government's Industry
Facilitation Support Program, an initiative designed to assist local companies to gain greater
penetration into the resource sector market.
The Department of Commerce and the Department of State Development have been

extremely active in their advocacy of the importance of supporting local industry in onshore
based LNG processing projects like Gongon and Wheatstone.
Equal effort is being applied by the Department to ensuring there is sufficient local benefit

arising from floating liquefied natural gas (FLNG) facilities operating in State waters as this
new extraction processing technology gains market favour. For your information, the

Department made written/verbal submissions to the Economics and Industry Standing
Committee into FLNG and is presently following up the Committee's recommendations as

they affect opportunities for local suppliers during the operational phase of projects such the
Shell-led Prelude venture.

Yours sincerely

Hon. Michael Mischin MLC
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